ASt that surpasses it, and his visions of 1 leaven, or of I loll, arc in Martins fact based on the visible world. To the artist; pod and man summer of science, the usual is ever new, a s< nircc of wonder and inspiration, Indeed, there are common happening which heighten the emotion of the least imaginative • the first coming of love, and the presence of death.
Nor, it seems, is there any waning of the desire to create. Scientific research continues, books are written, pictures are painted. Some hold that: writers should not and cannot do otherwise than deal with fhe urgent matters which force themselves on our attention. Others believe that passing , events merely colour, but do nor affect, the form of the* essential realities, For myself, it matters not whether an artist deal with social questions so long as he preserves his integrity, so long as he does not commit lle trahison cles clercs'. Moreover, if bis work be trivial and ill done, his political views will be negligible.
One hears of the disillusionment of age, It is true, one has learned how difficult it is for men to rise above the horizon line of daily life; we know the shallows as we do the depths, and cease to expect more from men than they are able and ready to give. We become more indulgent towards common frailties, complain less since we expect less, and we are grateful for the exchange of decencies and kindnesses, 1 understand the Indian belief that men should spend their last years in quiet reflection, Yet the impulse to keep on to the end is a constant one, and hope is still strong that one may yet do something to justify one's later years,
There comes, too, a St Martin's summer of the affections, bringing an ecstasy no less—perhaps because unexpected— than that of the high summer of life, A gracknmess is extended by women to older men. To men,, in their later years, comes a more disinterested understanding of the qualities peculiar to women, an affection which is not subject to the violent reactions, the intermittent hatred, which accompany closer relations between the sexes, *Vhen I was young my mind was a grub, my body a butterfly; now, in my old age,

